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Why We Must Focus On Our Marketing!
Just because I know S.E.O. doesn't mean I'm going to start an S.E.O. company. However, I will apply those skills to what ever business I am building. For example, If I am starting a T Shirt business, then I will certainly implement some of that knowledge in that area. 
Why would I do this? 
Everybody wants to beat the competition, but more importantly, everybody wants to get work. Without work, nobody can pay their bills, eat, or live life comfortably. So this is why we must focus on our marketing with a birds eye view. We must discover new ways that work and apply these new ways in every form that we can. If it works, put it on repeat. Continue to succeed with the same techniques that have been bringing the money in.

What Type of Business To Get Into?
It may take you a while to figure out the right business for yourself. The important thing to know, is that you will find it sooner or later. Getting out in the business world and attempting to do business, will provide you with beginners experience in the business field.
 You may wonder, what it's like to receive a phone call from an advertisement that you posted with your phone number. How would you answer the call? Would you have a pen and paper in front of you ready to take notes? What kind of information would you take down? If these are questions that you would be asking yourself, then you will want to team up with us today. 
Who Are We And Why Team Up With Us?
We are a small business start up service. We will help you understand how to make money the real way. We are not a pyramid scheme that wants you to join at the Platinum level. This is genuine education from people who are out in the field marketing, setting appointments, and earning their share of the economy. 
Remember when the excuse of the bad economy was made? 
We are yelling, what economy! enjoying our jobs, and our lives. 
Email us with your phone number and desired trade of business, and you will be contacted by one of our representatives with a phone call about this business start up service.\
Admin: newinnovativeenterprises@gmail.com
Sub Admin: albertdutton@gmail.com

Extra income and a new job 2015
Looking For A Marketing Program?
* Programs to Use and Be a Part Of as an Affiliate.
Extract Master Extreme -  $50 (Basic)  Or $100 (Extreme) per sale. Must qualify at the Extreme level. Must pass up first sale to your upline.
Aweber - Earn 30% residual per sale

Other Marketing Program Earners
Clickbank - Choose from 1000's of products in 100's of categories. Advanced filter to find the right products for you to sell. Free of charge.
Paydot Com - Promote Vendor's products in various categories (similar to Clickbank). Free of charge.
Commission Junction - Another site in which you can promote for larger companies such as department stores. Earn dollars here. Check out site for more details.
Google Adsense - Integrate Google's advertisers ads with the related content on your page. Get paid for each click that occurs from the traffic that you recieve on your website.
Amazon Associates - Sell items that are up for sale on Amazon and receive a commission. Easily create a shopping store on your site and start receiveing commissions today.
What's The Truth?
The truth that most gurus don't want you to know, is that most of these programs will offer you a commission if you can sell their product. They would rather get your caught up in a Pyramid Scheme. This is the backbone of becoming an affiliate with any program. Do your research and find out if the product sells first? Next thing you will want to do, is check out how much the commission is. Is it worth your time and effort to sell the product compared to the amount of compensation that you should receive? Are the commissions residual, or is it a one time payout? Once you have figured out the right company to become an affilate for, then sign up. 
What If A Company Makes Me Pay Before I Can Become An Affilate?
If a company makes you pay before you can be a part of their affiliate force, most likely it is a pyramid scheme and not a legit job or service. No matter how great the compensation plan is, if you are foolish enough to fork foward $1000 to have to go and promote a program that has no value  but a dollar amount, then you should not be in business at all. If you are a person who wants to continue a great career with affiliate Internet marketing, then don't be foolish off the get go. Start small with something like Extract Master Extreme. This way you can be a part of the program, and have a useful lead generating software that can get your started. That sounds like one of the smartest things a person could do for themselves. Especially in a beneficial but yet cautious business such as Internet Marketing.
What Can I Expect To Gain From All This?
If you work hard at it, you will become successful. If you work at it everyday you will become successful. If you surround yourself around successful people, you will become successful. This is the step by step recepie for lining your pockets with more income. This is the hobby that you can pick up and turn it into something phenominal. This is what you've been waiting for, and it's knocking right at your front door. Not only do you have a supportive team with you all the way, but you have all the tools needed right in arms reach of you. Do you have a computer? Check. Do you have a telephone or cellular phone? Check. Do you have a brain? Check. Now all you need to do, is a little bit of research on what direction you want to head in. If you have questions, don't be afraid to ask in an email or phone call. With the way technology is improving in today's world, you can send a text message, if you feel like a phone call would be too much of a bother. I challenge you today, to challenge yourself with something that will advance you. Something that will carry you far for many decadeds to come. This is not a job. It's more of a trade. A skill that you can teach your children, and they can teach their children, and so on. The more you develop your mind, the more income you can earn for your family and yourself. So again, I invite you to take the challenge. Team back up with who ever sent you to this information, and find out how to be a part of those programs discussed above. How can you be a part of Extract Master today. How can you use aWeber to build a list of over 500 people and turn that list into $5,000? It's very simple, and it starts with contacting your sponsor. That one person who knows you can do it and wants to be able to do it with you. All the way to the top. Now let's go get it.

- Admin
http://www.aweber.com/?429597




